
KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait made distinguished and
tangible achievements that contributed significantly to
strengthening the company’s pioneering standard, and
increased revenues by 48 percent during the first half
of the current year. The subscribers of Ooredoo Kuwait
rose to 2.5 million, an increase of 6 percent. Revenues
of the first half of the year totaled KD 114.1 million.

These financial results come at a time the company
is witnessing notable and continued growth at all levels,
as the company continued to maintain its market share
and status in the Kuwait market. It also succeeded in
boosting its clients’ confidence, be it at the individual
level or companies’ sector. It also was keen to maintain-
ing the strength of its relations with its partners in
Kuwait and abroad, in order to present the best and
more innovations in the communications and informa-
tion technology sector, which is the most dynamic and
competitive sector in the region and the world.

Young Leadership
Ooredoo Kuwait’s executive management, for the

past five years until today, was able to achieve contin-
ued development and steady progress with the youth-
ful leadership of Chief Executive Officer Sheikh
Mohammad bin Abdullah Al-Thani, who since taking
over in June 2014, was able along with his team of
heads of sectors and employees’ efforts to make a
long stride in the company’s notable advancement,
and maintain its development and pioneering status in
the market.

Power and Growth
About the financial performance of Kuwait in the

first half of this year, Sheikh Mohammad bin Abdullah
Al-Thani said the strength of financial and operational
performance for the first half of this year is only a con-
tinuation of the strength of our financial performance in
2018, which is a confirmation of the success of the
strategy that was adopted to develop the company.

Sheikh Mohammad said: “Good financial results are
the result of our continued and renewed focus on
improving cost-efficiency as part of our broader strate-
gy as a domain for digital transformation, as the appli-
cation of IFRS 16 standard, which is a new accounting
standard in supporting income increase before calcu-
lating profits, taxes, etc, which had a positive effect on
our operations.

“Achievements the company made during the first
half of this year reflect the steady steps and long-term
strategic planning, which proved that we at Ooredoo
went beyond the boundaries of communications, as our
profits and expansion of our client network is the best
proof of the success of the vision and strategy that was
adopted by the company since the start of the year, and
will continue until the hoped for results until yearend.

“We, with all what we are doing, draw our inspira-
tion from our vision that aims at enriching the digital
experience of our clients with all what requires. We are
following up the most modern trends in the mobile
communications sector and adapt our services to meet
the constantly changing needs of our clients.

“The company is committed to leading the march of
development and innovation and strengthening its sta-
tus in Kuwait through continuing our efforts that are
related to building the digital transformation system
that relies on providing innovative and developed serv-
ices and products to serve clients - both individuals

and companies - in addition to expanding the portfolio
of our services and developing our network, especially
after the successful launch of the 5G network this year.”

Continued Achievements
Following are Ooredoo Kuwait’s achievements and

most notable successes that were the main reason in
progressing with steady steps since the start of the
current year until now: The company began the year by
announcing it received global approval of payment
cards standards ISO 27001:2013 - PCI - DSS 3.2.1, to
be the first company that received this accreditation in
Kuwait. This is considered the most important certifi-

cate and most modern at the level of banking standards
presented by the credit cards union, and is concerned
with the security and secrecy of client data.

Fifth Generation
That was followed by the company’s celebration

along with its clients of the first 5G call that took place
at the start of this year between Ooredoo Kuwait and
Ooredoo Qatar, at a time when the company was
preparing for the commercial launch of the network in
July. It puts forward and is still presenting products and
5G services to its customers.

Ana
As a culmination of its distinguished efforts in the

march of digital transformation in the communications
sector, Ooredoo Kuwait launched the first bundle of
its kind in Kuwait - Ana - which was official ly
announced by CEO Sheikh Mohammad bin Abdullah
Al-Thani during the Mobile International Conference
in Barcelona in February. Through this bundle, the
client can design his subscription according to what
is suitable for him, from selecting the number to the
monthly bundle, Internet capacity and others through
the use of the company app.

Digital Services
The company’s MyOoredoo application is still the

most used by clients, and considered the best among 10
free applications in Kuwait, with more than 1.5 million

downloads so far. It provides clients with easy sub-
scription to company services and monthly bills. Clients
can get the membership of the largest rewards program
in Kuwait - Nojoom - which more than half a million
subscribers have joined. Ooredoo was proud to
announce a partnership with Kuwait Airways last
month, as members of the Nojoom program can
exchange their points with free miles from KAC’s Al-
Waha Club.

The company’s eShop continues to provide and
present exclusive promotions and bundles to cus-
tomers. The company also offers the shopping feature
through its Facebook account, as customers can shop
through the company’s Ooredoo Kuwait account and
get the most recent products and services. The compa-
ny continues to present distinguished bundles including
Shamel and Shamel Home as well as the roaming
Ooredoo Passport and My Country, along with others.
Since the start of the year till now, the Ooredoo
Business sector is witnessing steady growth and pio-
neering in providing the best digital solutions and
exclusive bundles for companies, B2B and small and
medium businesses.

Partnership
Ooredoo’s partnership continues with the major

makers of smart systems in the world, including
Samsung and Huawei, as it celebrated with both the
launch of the most modern smartphones for its cus-
tomers with competitive and distinguished bundles. It
launched in March the most modern Samsung 810
phones, and in July the first Huawei phone in Kuwait
that works with the 5G network.

The closest to its customers
Through its branch network in Kuwait and approved

distributors, the company continues to present the best
and reaches all customers, no matter where they are. In
continuation of its partnership with Gait Apple
Premium Reseller at The Avenues, the company pre-
sented exclusive promotions to its customers, and will

continue presenting the best and expand its branch
network in Kuwait’s new areas. It continues to present
products and exclusive services designed for “elite”
customers, who are given special attention.

Ever since the takeover of the pioneering network
provider in Kuwait FastTelco, it seeks to present the
best fiber services in Kuwait. The company, in coopera-
tion with Blink, organized the largest contest for elec-
tronic gamers at its headquarters, which was attended
by thousands of participants over two days. 

CEO Sheikh Mohammad bin Abdullah Al-Thani and
a number of company leaders visited HH the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah this year,
and the new Kuwait 2035 vision was the core of talks.
It was confirmed that Ooredoo will continue participat-
ing in development and the march of digital transforma-
tion in the country.

The company’s efforts continued this year in the field
of participation and sponsoring several activities that
reflect the company’s strategy related to supporting
small business, youth, sports and entertainment and
others, and the most notable of them were: Morooj
market for small businesses, Gulf West marathon and
participating in Jaber Cultural Center activities, partic-
ularly the Thriller show for three days, with unprece-
dented attendance.

And out of our pioneering role in voluntary activi-
ties, and as part of our annual Ramadan tradition, we
launched a full program of humanitarian activities
throughout the month of Ramadan titled “Ramadan
brings us closer and God will gather us” to coincide
with the launch of the fifth edition of the company’s
voluntary program “We help and assist”, which suc-
ceeded in attracting hundreds of youth during the
past years.

As per custom every year, the company began the
holy month by presenting iftar meals daily in a tent
across the company’s main headquarters. Ooredoo
Kuwait continues the march of success and provides
the best for its customers and enriches their digital
life - always.
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Subscribers reach 2.5 million, an increase of 6%

Ooredoo Kuwait’s revenue grew 48% to 
KD 114.1 million in H1 2019: Al-Thani 

Mohammed bin Abdullah Al-Thani

Disney report to 
shine spotlight 
on streaming war
SAN FRANCISCO: Quarterly reports next week from
Walt Disney Co, CBS and Viacom will likely highlight
increasing competition in video streaming and could
spark volatility in the so-called communication services
sector, which has outperformed since it was overhauled
last year.

The S&P 500 communication services index has
increased 20 percent so far in 2019, beating the S&P
500’s 17 percent gain and all but two of 11 sectors -
technology and real estate. That strong performance is
in large part thanks to a recovery by Facebook Inc, as
investors bet that the world’s largest social network will
keep growing, even as it faces regulatory hurdles.

June-quarter results from Disney, CBS Corp and
Viacom Inc will keep investors fixated on a rising wave
of competition in video streaming against market
leader Netflix Inc. All those companies fall within the
communication services sector. Netflix’s stock has sunk
14 percent since it reported on July 17 that it unexpect-
edly lost US subscribers in the second quarter, rattling
investors already worried about the upcoming launch
of Disney’s streaming service.

Disney’s family-friendly Disney+, set to launch on
Nov 12 with a slate of new and classic TV shows and
movies, is viewed as the most dangerous threat to
Netflix. Disney’s shares hit a record high on Monday
and have surged 28 percent this year. “There is an
analysis that has been going on among investors, look-
ing at the number of subscribers Netflix has and the
growth that Disney’s service could put up in the next
three or four years, and the huge disparity in the two
companies’ valuations,” said Chuck Carlson, chief
executive officer at Horizon Investment Services in
Hammond, Indiana.

The recent increase in Disney’s shares and decline in
Netflix’s shows that investors expect Disney to signifi-
cantly dent Netflix’s leadership in streaming, Carlson
said. Disney’s stock is trading at 22 times expected

earnings, its highest forward earnings valuation since
2004, according to Refinitiv data. Netflix’s forward
earnings valuation has dipped to 66 from 82 in early
July, before its disappointing quarterly report.

Smaller players CBS and sister company Viacom
have also built advertising-supported and subscription
video services to compete with Netflix, and they are
providing original content to other distributors.

Beyond streaming, investors watching Disney’s
report on Tuesday will focus on its recent run of box
office hits, including “The Lion King,” which has
increased Disney’s lead position at the US box office.
Disney owns the five-highest grossing movies of 2019,
led by “Avengers: Endgame” and “Captain Marvel.”

“The Netflix disappointment and the big Disney box
office numbers underscore the importance of intellec-
tual property, of ownership of content,” said Jack Ablin,
chief investment officer at Cresset Wealth Advisors in
Chicago. Even though Netflix makes many of its own
shows, it still relies on other producers, he said. Netflix
is losing its two most-watched shows in the United
States - “Friends” and “The Office” - to upcoming rival
services from AT&T Inc and NBC Universal in 2020
and 2021, respectively.

Viacom and CBS, both controlled by the Redstone
family’s National Amusements Inc, have worked out a
management structure that would see Viacom Chief
Executive Officer Robert Bakish leading the combined
company if a merger deal is reached, sources familiar
with the matter said on Friday, removing a major road-
block in talks to recombine the corporations.

In addition to looking for potential confirmation of
that deal when CBS and Viacom report their results on
Thursday, investors will focus on growth in CBS’s All
Access and Showtime streaming services. Viacom
could also give details about its strategy to sell pro-
gramming to video streaming services, including its
Paramount Television unit’s “Jack Ryan” TV series,
based on the character created by author Tom Clancy,
which premiered last year on Amazon Prime.

Long viewed as stodgy stocks for dividend-orient-
ed investors, the telecom services sector was renamed
communication services last September and super-
charged with internet heavyweights Alphabet Inc,
Facebook, Netfl ix and Twitter Inc, along with
videogame makers. It was the biggest shakeup of the
Global Industry Classification Standard, or GICS,
since it was created in 1999. It has gained 5 percent
since then, while the S&P 500 is unchanged over the
same period. — Reuters 

Is Boeing too 
big to fail?
NEW YORK: The grounding of the 737 MAX for
more than four months after two deadly accidents has
tarnished Boeing’s reputation, but it still has the confi-
dence of US policymakers. This is despite the fact that
one of the MAX flight systems, the MCAS, has been
cited in both accidents.

Is this an indication that the American aerospace
giant is too big to fail?  President Donald Trump,
whose mantra is “America first,” certainly criticized
Boeing early in his administration over the presidential
plane, Air Force One, but he has been largely silent
about the recent woes.

The wave of negative press about the flaws that
caused the deaths of 346 people did not prompt legis-
lators to summon Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenburg
before Congress to inflict on him the kind of humiliation
Wall Street bankers were subject to following the glob-
al financial crisis. 

“Boeing is one of the engines of the US economy, it’s
way too big and too important for the United States,”
said Michel Merluzeau, an expert at Air Insight
Research. 

Political ties 
If American politicians were to attack the manufac-

turer, they would be shooting themselves in the foot,
Merluzeau said, because “there are many jobs involved,
a very, very numerous supply chain and it cannot be
replaced with Facebook or Google that don’t produce
anything tangible.” Founded 103 years ago, Boeing
employs more than 150,000 people around the world,
the vast majority in the United States. 

In addition to direct jobs, its subcontractors-like
General Electric (GE), United Technologies and Spirit
Aerosystems-are large US industrial employers.  The
location of Boeing plants resembles a political cam-
paign map, with facilities in Republican strongholds
like Alabama, South Carolina and Texas, and
Democratic areas like California and Washington, as
well as states that helped Trump win the election:
Pennsylvania and Arizona. 

And Muilenburg has shown political savvy in his
picks for the company’s board of directors, naming
Nikki Haley, former governor of South Carolina and

Trump’s former ambassador to the United Nations,
and Caroline Kennedy, ally of former president
Barack Obama and daughter of former president
John F. Kennedy. 

Air Force One  
Boeing is a dominant player not just in civilian air-

craft but in the defense and space industries, and is a
major supplier to the Pentagon. The company pro-
duced the famous B-17 and B-29 bombers of World
War II and the B-52 used the Vietnam War. Today it
produces a variety of aircraft including the F/A-18
Super Hornet fighter jet, Apache attack helicopters, the
B-1 bomber and combat drones. 

It also is part of SpaceX, which will manage travel to
the International Space Station.

And Boeing manufactures the presidential plane, the
iconic Air Force One. But Boeing also “can be used as a
strategic tool,” said Arthur Wheaton, a professor at
Cornell University in New York. 

Chinese purchases of Boeing aircraft are part of
trade negotiations with Beijing, according to a
source, since that can be a fast way to reduce the
US trade deficit.  US civilian aircraft exports fell 12
percent to $20.4 billion in May, due to the MAX cri-
sis, which affected the GDP, according to govern-
ment data. — AFP 

TOKYO: In this file photo, Boeing chairman James
McNerney gestures as he presents a lecture during the
17th Nikkei Global Management Forum titled “Resilient
Leadership - Making the Next Leap Forward” in Tokyo
on November 11, 2015. — AFP

Wall Street Week Ahead


